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MODULAR BY DESIGN™

RAPTAR™
RAPID TARGETING & RANGING MODULE

COLORS:
COLORS

-LB

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Rapid Targeting and Ranging module (RAPTAR) boasts a lightweight, integrated technology system. The RAPTAR is designed
to be mounted to a wide variety of weapon platforms with MIL-STD 1913 RIS/RAS and STANAG-4694 rails. Offering an Infra-Red
(IR) laser, a visible laser, IR Flood and laser range ﬁnder (LRF) in one compact, rugged, all-weather package. The RAPTAR has an
optional upgradeable Applied Ballistics solver feature that can be added to the module. This feature allows compatibility with mobile
devices so the user can input preferred load data that directly syncs with the RAPTAR for ballistic solutions. Adding this feature to
the RAPTAR model system makes its features and beneﬁts synonymous with that of the RAPTAR-S.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS

- Red visible laser, IR laser, variable IR illuminator and LRF
- Quickly lase, range and engage targets during day or night
- Powered by one (1) CR123 3V battery
- Lasers and illuminator all co-aligned with one adjustment
- Iron sights provide visual alignment when ranging hand-held
- Variable illuminator wheel adjusts beam from ﬂood to spot
- Remote pressure pad utilizes same button conﬁguration as unit

POWER SOURCE:

ONE (1) CR123 3V

LASER OUTPUT:

>.7mW - 80mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

57300G03

RAPTAR (HIGH POWER)

57300G04

RAPTAR (EYE-SAFE)

- Adjustable laser/illuminator brightness settings
- Mounts to rail via 1/4-20 screw or provided rail segments

NSN NUMBER

22 CFR 125.4 (13) Applicable
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